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Abstract-This paper presents a rule based model of parts of 
speech (POS) tagset for Classical Tamil Texts (CTT). The noun 
forms are type pattern, verb forms are token pattern. This is 
based on form agreement method. This is a very efficient and 
novel approach because Tamil Language has a build-in system of 
agreement/concord of the sentence. Classical Tamil Tagset is 
divided into two basic classifications, noun morphology and verb 
morphology.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a computerized approach 
to analyze the text based on a set of theories and set of 
technologies. And, being a very active area of research and 
development, the  basic  objective  of  Natural  Language  
Processing  is  to  facilitate  human-machine interaction through 
the means of natural human language. Research on NLP has 
focused on various intermediate tasks that make partial sense of 
language structure without requiring complete understanding 
which, in turn, contributes to develop a successful system. Part-
Of-Speech tagging is one of the processes in which grammatical 
categories are assigned to each token in the context from a given 
set of tags called POS Tagset. It  serves wide  number  of  
applications  like  parser, morphology, speech  synthesis  and  
recognition, information retrieval, information  extraction,  
partial  parsing,  machine  translation,  lexicography,  Word  
Sense Disambiguation (WSD), Corpus based learning and 
teaching etc. There are a few POS Tagsets for Modern Tamil 
Language such as  IL-ILMT, AU-KBC, IL-POST Microsoft, 
LDC-IL Mysore, etc. There are various methods in POS tagsets 
like linguistic rules, stochastic  models  and  hybrid  approaches,  
and each  approach  has  its  own  merits  and  demerits 
(Rajendran. 2007).   In  this context,  Classical Tamil  further  
presents  a  challenge  in  developing  an  automatic  POS  tagger  
as  the language is highly inflectional and morphologically rich. 
Hence, it is essential to consider text processing prior to POS 
tagging in order to achieve high performance and more 
reliability. 
 

II. POS TAGGER FOR CLASSICAL TAMIL: AN 
OVERVIEW 

 
In the last few decades of NLP initiatives on Indian languages in 
India, different research groups working on various languages 
have developed POS tagger. In this paper, a brief summary of  
POS  tagger  for  Classical Tamil is being analyzed.Parts of 
speech tagging assigns grammatical category of the language.  

There are noun, verbs, adjective, adverbs, postposition, etc. A 
POS tagset is developed on the basis of the information from a 
particular language.  The tagset consist finite tags and the 
information extraction should be infinite.  Each word assigns a 
unique category. Tamil is an agglutinative language. In Tamil, 
root or stem can be added with some suffixes that derivate new 
words. Those words are divided into two parts namely lexical 
word and grammatical word. A word can function 
independently; but grammatical word cannot function 
independently. Based on the above criteria, all the languages 
make a distinction between open classes and close classes. Thus, 
basically word classes may be grouped into two viz., open 
classes and closed classes. In relation with this, Robin (a 
linguist) quotes  ”we can describe open classes as those, whose 
membership is in principle unlimited, varying from time to time 
and between one speaker and another’ and closed classes as 
those that ‘contain a fixed and usually small number of member 
words, which are (essentially) the same for all the speakers of the 
language or dialect’ ” (Robins, 1964 quoted in Paul and 
Shopen:1985).  Thus nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs 
belongs to open classes and pronouns, conjunction, etc., belong 
to closed classes.  
 

III. METHODOLOGY FOR THE WORD TAGGING 
The noun form carries plural marker, case markers, clitics, 
postposition, etc., The noun form may be a root or a stem or an 
oblique base form. The root form means that there is no future 
segmentation ( kāl ‘leg’, kaṇ ’eye’ ) and the base form means 
that the root word can be added with any suffix for example 
(kaṇṇaṉ (kaṇ+aṉ) ‘male person’, kuṉṟam(kuṉṟu+am) ‘hill’ ), the 
oblique means the form that carries suffix or equivalent another 
form (kiṇaṟṟu (kiṇaṟu ) ‘well’ , āṟṟu (āṟu) ‘river’ , eṉ (nāṉ) ‘I’ , 
taṉ (tāṉ)) ’my’. In such a way, the verb forms consist of verb 
root and conjugated. There are seven major types of verb 
conjugated is as follows Verbal base, Infinitive, Verbal noun, 
Verbal participle, Relative participle, Participial noun and Finite 
verb. 
 
3.1  Plural marker 
  Plural means a grammatical form that designates more than one 
of the things specified. 
மல +க  = மல க  (NC) 
flower+pl = flowers 
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3.2   

 
 
Case  marker  
Case marker is a suffix, it occurs after noun and pronoun. 
(i)  Accusative Case marker –ஐ (ai) 

      மல +ஐ  = மலைர (NC) 
       flower+acc. =flower 
 
(ii) Instrumental case marker –ஆ  (āl) 

      மல +ஆ  = மலரா  (NC) 
       flower + ins. = with flower  
 
(iii) Sociative case marker– ஓ  (ōṭu) 

       மல  + ஓ  = மலேரா  (NC) 
        flower + soc. =with flower 
 
(iv) Dative case marker –  (kku) 

       மல  +  = மல  (NC) 
        flower +dat.= to flower  
(v) Genitive case marker – இ  (iṉ) 

      மல  + இ   = மல  (NC) 
       flower +gen.= of flower  
 
(vi) Locative case marker – க  (kaṇ) 

      மல +க   = மல க  (NC) 
       flower – flower + loc. 
 
3.3 Postposition  
Postposition is a word that occurs after noun which may or may 
not be appendix with case marker. 
மல  + உ  (NC) = மல   
 
3.4 Verb 
In general, verb form takes tense marker, person, number, gender 
markers (PNG). There are no multiple meaning features of tense 
markers and PNG markers. But it provides many conjugated 
forms form the verbs.  It is well known that in almost all natural 
languages, verbs are considered to be the most important part of 
speech. Verbs play a very important role in any languages. As 

Tamil verbs are inflected to various grammatical categories the 
bulk of Tamil parts of speech dealt with verb is necessary. 
 
3.5 Adjective (ADJ) 
A word or phrase naming an attribute, added to or grammatically 
related to a noun to modify or describe it. There are two types of 
adjectives. They are inherent and derivation.  Both are marked as 
single tag.  Ex.  எ லா, பல (ellā, pala) 
 
3.6 Adverb (ADV)  
An adverb is a part of speech. It is a verb that modifies any part 
of language, there are two types of adverbs. They are inherent 
and derivation.  
Both are marked as single tag (அ , ஆ கன  (aṅku, 
āṅkaṉam)). 
 
3.7 Pronoun (PRO)  
A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a oun. (அவ , 

அவ  (avaṉ, avaḷ)). 
 
3.8 Particle  (PRT) 
A particle is a function word that does not belong to any of the 
inflected grammatical word classes (such as nouns, pronouns, 
verbs, or articles). It is a catch-all term for a heterogeneous set of 
words and terms that lack a precise lexical definition. It is mostly 
used for words that help to encode grammatical categories (such 
as negation, mood or case), or fillers or discourse markers that 
facilitate discourse such as  
well, ah, anyway, etc. எ , எ ப  (eṉṟu, eṉpatu) 
 
3.9 Clitics  
Clitics may belong to any grammatical category, though they are 
commonly determiners, or adpositions. 
மல  +ஏ =   மலேர   (NC) 
 
3.10 Numerals (NUM)  
Numeral is a noun, divided into two types cardinal and ordinal. 
Both the types can be marked as a single tag (ஒ , 

இர , ஒ றா , ஒ றாவ  (oṉṟu, iraṇṭu, oṉṟām, 
oṉṟāvatu)) 
 

IV. POS TAGGER PROCEDURE AND 
ARCHITECTURE 

4.1 Procedure 
POS Tagger has two tasks: Training task and tagging task. In tha 
training task we have trained the validated tagged data into base-
level training module. This module generates a database that 
validates the root word. It searches the form of the word in the 
root dictionary if it can find out the root dictionary it assignd the 
appropriate tag, if it fails, it goes to the root dictionary in order to 
find out the rules of the suffix list to match the word. If the word 
is available, it assigns the appropriate tag and if it fails, it names 
it as an unknown category. The tagging process follows the 
following procedural steps 
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 4.2 Architecture of POS 
The architecture of POS Tagger consists of three layers such as 
Data Layer (DL),Process Layer (BL)  and Presentation Layer 
(PL).   The system of architecture is shown below 

 
 
The Data layer is developed at the time of Training; it 
encapsulates all the information related to data from the tagging 

module like electronic text, hibernated text and Extensible 
Markup Language Database.  The Process layer contains logic 
for retrieving persistent data from the DL and placing it into 
process objects. The PL gives graphical user interface (GUI) 
application for end user application 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

A  significant  part  of  the  development  of  any  Natural 
Language Processing  system,  Parts Of Speech system  has to be 
framed. Tagged corpus is of basic resource for all NLP research. 
The Parts of Speech tagger is mainly used for morphology 
analyzer, generator, Parser , etc., The tool provide category of 
the text in this case ambiguities are common, to avoid such 
ambiguities, there is a need for syntactic and semantic 
information of a particular word. Hence POS for Classical Tamil 
plays major role in NLP. 
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